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ROCHESTER ART CENTER PRESENTS 
MICHAEL SAILSTORFER: IT MIGHT AS WELL BE SPRING

October 17, 2014 – February 15, 2015

Rochester, MN – Michael Sailstorfer sees himself as a sculptor and he 
approaches the possibilities of sculpture in an experimental fashion.  In 
his artistic practice, elements and objects from everyday life serve as the 
starting point for idiosyncratic experiments.  With a targeted use of smell, 
sound, movement, and time, his work often surpasses our traditional 
understanding of sculpture: a popcorn machine that spills out popcorn 
nonstop, a bus stop on a rural road outfitted with a kitchen, and a bed that 
invites the passerby to stay a while.  Forests, landscapes, and trees are 
part of his vocabulary as are mechanical systems and machines that enter 
into, at times, contradictory relationships through Sailstorfer’s enigmatically 
humorous interventions.

For his exhibition at Rochester Art Center, Sailstorfer presents 
three major installations in the Burton and Judy Onofrio Main 
Gallery and singular sculptures in the adjacent Accent Gallery and 
Davies Printing A/V Room. Forst is a multilayered installation that 
is re-installed anew for Rochester Art Center as inspired by its 
initial presentation at the Kestnergesellschaft, Hannover, Germany, 
in 2010. Forst not only combines a mechanical system with an 
element from nature but also brings the forest into the exhibition 
space.  From a support system 16 feet above the floor of the Art 
Center, five trees hang upside down, rotating slowly on a motor. As 
the trees dry out over the course of the exhibition, they lose their 
leaves and branches.  The remains are constantly swept aside and 
into patterns by the remaining branches, becoming a parody of the 
concept of “foresting” or the cultivation of a forest for commercial 
purposes.

Sailstorfer also presents an entirely new sound sculpture installation.  As an enthusiast of percussion instruments, Sailstorfer 
has archived many recordings of drum solos, from classic jazz to heavy metal. For this installation, Sailstorfer has taken a 
recording of well-known drummer, Dave Lombardo, and isolated audio tracks that corresponds to each drum or cymbal on 
Lombardo’s notoriously large and complicated kit. Consequently, over 15 discrete audio tracks have been created, each 
of which are heard through an individual speaker. These speakers, placed throughout the gallery, simultaneously separate 
yet join these instrument recordings in an enveloping environment of sonic resonance.  Joining these works in the main 
gallery is the film Anti-Herbst.  Documenting an isolated tree in the German countryside over the fall months, a large team 
of technicians observed this tree as it lost its leaves over time. As each leaf fell, the crew proceeded to paint it green and 
replace it on the tree from the location where it was formerly attached. Consequently, Sailstorfer begins to challenge nature 
and the act of change by abstractly returning the tree to its springtime color and state of being.

PRESS RELEASE
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Michael Sailstorfer, Forst, 2012, trees, electric motors, steel, dimensions variable, 
(detail of installation view). Image courtesy of Berlinische Galerie, Berlin, Germany.

EXHIBITION PROGRAMMING
(K)NOW: ARTIST LECTURE SERIES WITH MICHAEL 
SAILSTORFER & KRIS DOUGLAS
Wednesday, October 15  |  6:30 pm
OPENING RECEPTION 
Friday, October 17  |  7 – 9 pm  
Free admission. 
Complimentary light hors d’oeuvres & cash bar.
EXHIBITION TOURS WITH KRIS DOUGLAS
Thursday, December 4  |  12 noon 
Thursday, February 12  | 5:30 pm
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Michael Sailstorfer was born in 1979 in Velden, Germany. He currently lives and 
works in Berlin. He studied at the Akademie der Bildenden Kunste in Munich and 
earned a MA in Fine Arts from Goldsmiths College, London.  He has participated 
in numerous solo and group exhibitions throughout the world including recent 
exhibitions B Seite, Haus am Waldsee, Berlin, Germany; Kofp un Körper, Museum 
Kurhaus Kleve - Ewald Mataré-Sammlung, Kleve, Germany, Every piece is a new 
problem, Contemporary Art Center, CAC, Cincinnati, OH, USA; Reibungsverlust am 
Arbeitsplatz, Grieder Contemporary, Zürich, Switzerland; Michael Sailstorfer, new 
works, Carbon12, Dubai, UAE; Freedom Fries am Arbeitsplatz, Galerie Perrotin, 
Paris, France; and Young West, Kunsthalle Recklinghausen, Recklinghausen, 
Germany.

Michael Sailstorfer: It Might As Well Be Spring and (K)NOW: Artists and the 
Production of New Knowledge, Now are supported by The Andy Warhol 
Foundation for the Visual Arts. Michael Sailstorfer: Wolken and the Wells Fargo 
Atrium Series is made possible through funding by Wells Fargo. Additional support 
for the exhibition is provided by Rochester Community & Technical College, 
Kirk Magee, and Frank Webb.

This exhibition is organized by Rochester Art Center and curated by Kris Douglas, 
Chief Curator.

ABOUT ROCHESTER ART CENTER
A leading center for contemporary art, the Rochester Art Center is a non-
collecting institution located in the heart of Rochester’s historic downtown on 
the Zumbro River. Designed by Hammel, Green and Abrahamson (HGA), the Art 
Center’s simple and clean design works harmoniously with nature – linking the 
indoors to the outside to create a shimmering complement to the river below. 
The Art Center shares a connection to Mayo Park with Mayo Civic Center and 
Rochester Civic Theatre. Founded in 1946, Rochester Art Center presents an 
ongoing schedule of exhibitions, across a broad spectrum, of new and innovative 
work by local, regional, national, and international artists, dynamic education 
programs for all ages, and has an active program of community partnerships and 
visitor engagement initiatives.

Rochester Art Center is located at 40 Civic Center Drive SE, Rochester, MN, 
55904. Hours are Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday: 10 am – 5 pm, Thursday: 10 
am – 9 pm FREE, Sunday: 12 noon – 5 pm. 

VISION
To be a cultural center for innovation and creativity through contemporary art.

MISSION
Rochester Art Center offers the opportunity for all people to understand and 
value the arts through innovative experiences with contemporary art. Through 
world-class exhibitions and programs, we present a welcoming, integrated, and 
diverse experience that encourages questioning, creativity, and critical thinking. 
Our exhibitions and programs are designed to reflect the dynamic relationship 

Michael Sailstorfer, Wolken, 2014, mixed media installation, 
dimensions variable (installation view, Rochester Art Center).

Michael Sailstorfer, Schlagzeug, 2003, drum set built with the 
iron from a German Police car, dimensions variable.

Michael Sailstorfer, Antiherbst, 2012-2013, video stills, 12 
min 13 sec, loop, 3 + 2 AP, installation view St. Agnes, 2014. 
Courtesy of Johann König, Berlin.
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between art and society. They educate, challenge, and connect individuals to our world in compelling new ways. We are 
committed to being a cultural center in our community and to enhancing our region as a destination for creativity and 
innovation. We provide value through engagement with broad communities, strong collaborations with other organizations, 
and a history of excellence.

Funding is provided in part by a grant from the Minnesota State Arts Board, through an appropriation by 
the Minnesota State Legislature, a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts and private funders.

Rochester Art Center is a fiscal year 2014 recipient of an institutional support grant from the Minnesota State Arts Board. 
This activity is funded, in part, by the arts and cultural heritage fund as appropriated by the Minnesota State Legislature with 
money from the Legacy Amendment vote of the people of Minnesota on November 4, 2008.

For additional information about exhibitions and programs, visit www.rochesterartcenter.org

High resolution images available upon request.  Please contact Naura Webb  at nwebb@rochesterartcenter.org or 
507-424-3318.
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